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229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. How Long Do
Rabbits Live? , is a complete, easy to read, pet rabbit longevity reference book with potential
Lifespan Calculator Human Years to Rabbit Age Conversion Chart. It includes: Diet and Lifestyle
Recommendations, Quick Tips, Check Lists, Full Breed Database, Genetic Descriptions, Unique
Research, Scientific Studies, and Reader Stories from Experienced Rabbit Owners and Breeders
Worldwide. Learn the 7 lifespan factors of pet rabbit longevity, plus discover how long YOUR rabbit
will live! Find out why SIZE matters and understand how to control your rabbit s weight.Learn how
to get a fussy bunny to eat the right foods and find out about the two crucial ingredients in a rabbit
s diet.Discover some huge surprises most rabbit owners don t know. Understand why and how a
rabbit s body is so unique. Learn how to lower the risk of disease and practically eliminate vet bills.
Discover how CUTE is good, and UGLY is bad. Realize the biggest irony in the rabbit fur industry.
Find out why the origin of birth is vital in age...
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Reviews
The best publication i actually study. We have study and that i am certain that i will likely to study once more again later on. Your daily life span will likely
be transform the instant you total reading this book.
-- Mr s. Alene Leffler DVM
Definitely among the finest book We have at any time read. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Your lifestyle period will likely
be transform once you total reading this article book.
-- Flor ence B a tz IV
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